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656024 Bigz XL Pop-up Ball

Pop-up Assemblage Album

Sizzix Products:
Scissors
12” paper trimmer
Paper piercer
Scoring tool and ruler (or scoring board)
Bone Folder
Mini-stapler and staples 
Crop-a-Dile
Big Bite or anywhere hole punch

Tool List:

*note* Either assemble your own album or  
purchase a pre-made assemblage album 
like the ones from Basically Bare

8” round chipboard circle (use template)
8” heart chipboard (use template)
6”x 6.5” corrugated cardboard
6” x 6” (approx.) clear acrylic page with 
decorative edge
4” x 6” clear acrylic tag

Assemblage Page Materials

Tape runner
Liquid glue (Zip Dry is my favorite)
Red Liner Tacky Tape (1/4” or 1/2”)
Glue Dots
Pop-dots (optional)

Recommended Adhesives:

SUPPLY LIST

656773 Bigz XL Hearts-a-Plenty

657700 eClips Starter Kit - Machine plus eCal software
OR cut by hand with Templates
656336 Bigz Ovals

Kaiser Craft “Miss Nelly” papers - 6 sheets
Coordinating Bazzill Cardstocks - 2.5 sheets
 Ball - 1.5 sheets
 Heart - 0.5 sheets
 Envelope - 0.5 sheet
Bazzill large paper flower & fancy button
Large silk flower
Twine
(3) large black brads
(3) 1.5” Book Rings
(1) large brad, any color
(1) white mini-brad
(1) key charm plus matching mini-brad
(3) #16 Rubber Bands
Die packaging material or other thick clear 
material for closures
Matboard scraps for spacers
Coordinating acrylic paint + foam brush
Fabric strips
Scraps of a Tyvek envelope

Supplies:



1. Cut the outer template from chipboard and paint the edges.
2. Cut two mirror-image paper hearts and glue them to the front and back of the page.
3. Add a large silk flower to the front of the album with a glue dot. String twine through the holes of a fancy button 
and tie the twine into a knot. Attach the button to the center of the flower with a glue dot.

COVER PAGE: CHIPBOARD HEART

LARGE TEMPLATE = CHIPBOARD
SMALL TEMPLATE = PAPER



1. Cut a 6.5” x 6” piece of corrugated cardboard to be the page.
2. Cut a 3” x 12” strip of patterned paper and score it for folding at 6.5” from the right edge. Score again at 1/8” 
from the first fold (going toward the left) and then 1/8” from the second fold (going toward the left), creating a 
foldover card with a triple-fold.
3. Follow the video or package instructions to construct a Hearts-a-Plenty from cardstock and attach it inside the 
card.
4. Cut a 4” x 6” tag from clear acrylic and attach it to the front (short) flap of the card. Trim away the excess card 
and then cover the front of the tag (over the visible paper) with another strip of patterned paper.
5. Adhere the card onto the page with a strong tape runner or tacky tape.
6. Create a closure with a die-cut clear oval on two spacers with a decorative cardstock cover and a black brad. 
Decide on the oval’s placement by placing it vertically next to the tag and then piercing the hole for the brad. Spin 
the oval over the edge of the tag to keep the card closed.
7. Embellish the Hearts-a-Plenty with a large paper flower attached to the upper left corner with a coordinating 
mini-brad so the front of the flower is visible when the card is closed. Cover the brad prongs inside the card with a 
cardstock circle and one of the tiny hearts from the Hearts-a-Plenty die.
8. Add scalloped and thin paper strips as shown to complete the decoration. Add a medium heart to the front of the 
tag lined up with the center of the visible paper flower.
9. Add a key charm to a patterned paper heart using a mini-brad and attach the finished heart to the front of the 
Hearts-a-Plenty.
10. Turn the page over and add a 5” x 6” piece of patterned paper. This will cover the mini-brads. Also add a 
vertical scalloped border. 
11. Tear the exposed corrugated cardboard as desired to get a rustic effect. It can also be brushed with ink or paint 
to bring out the texture. (optional)

PAGE 2 - CORRUGATED CARDBOARD

1. Cut a 6” x 6” piece of medium acrylic and create a decorative edge with an On the Edge die (optional)
2. Decorate both sides with paper, cut to 4.75” x 4.5”.

PAGE 3 - ACRYLIC



Class design and instructions are copyright 2012, Karen Burniston. All rights reserved.

1. From an 8x8 piece of chipboard, cut the larger template below. Cut two mirror-image paper pieces using the 
smaller template - one for the front and one for the back. Only punch the hole in the front paper.
2. Add the front paper to the page and use a Big Bite or anywhere hole punch to punch the hole through the 
chipboard.
3. Create a pop-up ball by following the package or video instructions. Set the finished ball aside while working on 
the envelope.

PAGE 4 - CHIPBOARD CIRCLE

LARGE TEMPLATE = CHIPBOARD
SMALL TEMPLATE = PAPER



1. Cut the two templates below from Bazzill cardstock and score the dashed lines for folding. Glue scraps of Tyvek 
to the smooth side of the cardstock to reinforce the folds.
2. Cut two piece of chipboard to 4.5” x 2.75” and paint the edges before attaching them behind the large panels of 
the cardboard. Use a Crop-a-Dile to punch the holes through the chipboard.
3. Create a closure using two clear circles, two black brads and a piece of twine. Weave the twine through one of 
the holes first and then push the brad through the clear circle and then through the page. Wrap the twine around 
the brad prongs several times and then open the prongs. Add the other closure to the other page. Cover the inside 
of the chipboard with patterned paper.

4. Use a tape runner behind the 
rounded panels to add the envelope 
to the circle page and then reinforce 
the connection with a stapler close to 
the fold.
5. Attach the finished pop-up ball to 
the page using the ball’s brad 
through the hole in the page.
6. Wind the twine around the 
closures to keep the envelope 
closed.
7. Add the patterned paper circle to 
the back of the album, covering the 
brad prongs.
8. Note, if the exposed backs of the 
staples is bothersome, use leftover 
strips of patterned paper or card-
stock to cover them.
9. Use the photo template below to 
cut 12 photos for the ball.

PAGE 4 - ENVELOPE CLOSURE FOR POP-UP BALL

ENVELOPE TEMPLATES - CARDSTOCK

(6) PHOTOS 
WITH THIS
TEMPLATE

(6) PHOTOS 
WITH THIS
TEMPLATE




